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EVERGREEN EVENTS
Evergreen Events is a versatile, 300-acre campus nestled in the heart of Oregon’s wine country. This unique campus is
ﬁlled with various venue spaces and attractions, and creates the ideal environment for collaboration. Evergreen Event’s
culinary team and event staff are committed to creating a tailored experience unlike any other; one that will leave a
lasting impression on you and your guests. Let innovation take ﬂight with Evergreen Events.

EVENTS CENTER & THEATER

SPACE CENTER CONFERENCE ROOMS

The Events Center has multiple meeting spaces with ﬂexible
layouts that can be customized to ﬁt your needs. The rooms
open up into an airy mezzanine with ample mingling space.

Located on the mezzanine of the Space Museum, two
professional, mid-sized conference rooms are tucked away
to provide plenty of privacy. Emerge from your meeting into
the airy Main Hall for a stunning bird’s eye view of the whole
museum. These spaces can host a range of events, from small
meetings, to conferences with breakout spaces, or large
receptions.

The theater is a 225-seat large-format auditorium that brings
any presentation to life.
Theater Capacity - 225
Banquet Hall Capacity – 400

Seated Capacity - 100
Standing Capacity – 150

THE SPACE MUSEUM

The Space Museum features 120,000-square-foot space and
a world of innovation and adventure, featuring a Titan II
missile and an SR-71 Blackbird. The open-concept layout
and ﬂoor to ceiling windows allow for endless conﬁgurations
for conferences, celebrations, trade shows, and more.
Seated Capacity - 1500
Standing Capacity – 3000

THE AVIATION MUSEUM

The Aviation Museum has a 120,000 square feet of event,
and is home of the Huges Flying Boat Spruce Goose. This
world-class building is ﬁlled with a range of landmark
planes, making every corner an engaging trip through
aviation innovation history.
Seated Capacity - 400
Standing Capacity – 800

THE LODGE

The Lodge, nestled between vineyards and wheat ﬁelds, adds an element of rustic
charm to our campus. The nearly 5,000-square-feet of event space and outdoor
lawn make it ideal for year-round events.

Seated Capacity - 200
Standing Capacity – 250

